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Upper part of Abismo Miranda 1 near Miranda (photo: Bertrand Valentin).

1. Summary
An international speleological expedition to the Serra da Bodoquena, Mato Grosso do Sul State, Brazil,
took place in August 2017 (Euro Speleo Project ESP 2017-03). The expedition had German, Brazilian,
Russian and Portuguese participants. Twenty-five caves and dolines with a total of 2,577 m of passages
were explored, including the 3rd longest cave of Mato Grosso do Sul State, Gruta Beja Flor, 1,367 m long
and -66 m deep.
The 2019 congress (35th conference) of the Brazilian Speleological Federation (SBE) took place in Bonito
town, very close to the Serra da Bodoquena. This provided a good opportunity for a return trip to
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participate in the congress, which was also the 50th anniversary of SBE, and explore more caves during a
period of two weeks after the conference.
The 2019 expedition had participants from France, Brazil and Germany and was organized by the local
Grupo Espeleologico Serra da Bodoquena (GESB). Support was received from the local National Park
(logistics, permit), Abismo Anhumas company (rope), Fundacão Neotropica do Brazil (Bonito) (4x4
vehicle for the last expedition days), UIS and FSE (financial grants), Aventure Verticale and Scurion
(equipment donations).
The mission of the project was to target caves so far unmapped in the National Park area of the Serra da
Bodoquena where the NP authorities had taken GPS coordinates of about 20 entrances but did not explore
the caves. Another task was biospeleological sampling; the comprehensive collection all went to the GESB
which has biospeleologists among its members.
In consequence, after the congress, the first expedition week was spent in the area advised by the National
Park authorities in the western part of the Serra. Here, a 1.4 km long sinkhole-resurgence karst system
exists (Rio Perdido System) with a scenic ponor and resurgence. However, the supposed cave in between
the insurgence and the resurgence is only accessible for divers and has not yet been explored. Having seen
the impressive site we had high hopes for significant discoveries in the nearby NP area. A succession of
long and strenuous daytrips was made by hiking through deep pathless grassland and bush with heavy
luggage to locate and map the caves listed by the National Park.
Fortunately, we were not required to camp in the jungle (where water supply would have been a major
problem) but were allowed to hire some farm houses with fully furnished kitchen and restrooms for our
1-week stay. This, and the hired 4x4 pick-ups, very much facilitated the fieldwork.
However, contrary to our expectations, the caves found in the National Park were either disappointingly
small or no caves were found at the given GPS co-ordinates. Some new caves and vertical pitches were
found instead. The largest findings were 26 m deep Abismo Seriosna (entrance pitch of 20 m and a total
length of 50 m), 38 m long Giant Snail Cave, and 58 m long Caverna do Alex. All of these caves were
formed by phreatic processes. Apart from that most of the cave entrances turned out to be very small karst
fissures or merely dolines enlarged by solution. In total 21 caves with 340 m of passages were mapped.
This led to the decision to change the working area on the 2nd of July. Our friends from GESB received
information about a place about 150 km further north near the town of Miranda in a special protected area.
The Miranda authorities allowed us to enter the site. The first day in the new area was planned to be a
reconnaissance trip with a long drive from our base in Bonito town to Miranda. With minor expectations we
approached a shaft and were surprised about the huge dimensions of the entrance doline (about 30 m in
diameter). The shaft itself turned out to be a huge vertical drop where we ran out of rope in a depth of 60 m
with 40 more meters of pitch visible before the vertical cave passage vanished into darkness. Unfortunately,
this was the very last expedition day for the German participants. But our French and Brazilian colleagues
arranged for more rope from Abismo Anhumas company (a 72 m deep vertical cave used for adventure
tourism being the deepest cave known in the Serra so far) and were able to bottom the shaft two days later in
a depth of -120 m where a deep lake was encountered. The lake is planned to be targeted by Brazilian cave
divers in the future, which will further increase the depth of the cave, called Abismo Miranda 1
(“Moshpit”). It is now the deepest cave of the Serra da Bodoquena and apparently one of the deepest direct
vertical drops in a limestone cave of whole Brazil - only two entirely submerged Brazilian Vauclusian
springs (accessible to divers exclusively) have a larger vertical extension: Lago Azul near Niquelândia
(GO) and Lagoa Misteriosa near Jardim (MS, not far from Bonito). Also the world-famous Gruta do
Janelão (MG) probably has one skylight deeper than 100 m. This “record” definitely rewarded the
expedition for the somewhat disappointing first part of the fieldwork!
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2. Area of fieldwork

Moshpit
(2nd week)
National Park
(1st week)

Location of the Serra da Bodoquena in SW Brazil, including the two areas of fieldwork in 2019.

3. Photographs:

Mapping of the small Caverna do Suindara in the National Park area (photo Marc Bureau).
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The pick-up truck hired by the expedition (just kidding) (photo: Helmut Steiner).

The landscape and the daily hiking in the National Park area (photos: Helmut Steiner).
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National Park area: descent into Abismo Seriosna (left, photo: Helmut Steiner) and
Abismo do Edison (right, photo: Michael Laumanns).

The reception hall of the 35th congress of the Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia (SBE) in Bonito
(photo: Michael Laumanns).
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Impressions from the 35th congress of the Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia (SBE) in Bonito, which was
simultaneously the 50th anniversary of SBE (photo: Michael Laumanns).

The upper part of Abismo Miranda 1 (photos: Helmut Steiner).
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View of the middle section of Moshpit (photo: Bertrand Valentin).

The lowest parts of Abismo Miranda 1 with the terminal lake (photos: Marc Boureau).
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The team that bottomed Abismo Miranda 1. Standing, left to right: Bruna Medeiros Cordeiro, Thierry
Masson, Bertrand Valentin. Kneeling: Livia Medeiros Cordeiro, Marc Bureau (photo: Marc Boureau).

This expedition was organized under the patronage
and with a financial support of UIS.

EuroSpeleo Projects FSE

Crêperie: à la bière et cachassa (photo: Marc Bureau).
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4. Financial Report
Participants (core team): 7 Duration: 21 days

All currency in Euro (1 EUR = 3.8 Real)

Budget International expedition 2019 to the Serra da Bodoquena (Brazil)
Expenses:
Transport:

-

International flights for 5 participants, 5 x 1,100 EUR =
Car hire, 3 weeks, 4x4 pick-up truck =
Additional costs car hire (petrol for replacement car 1st day), 48 RS =
Bus tickets (French team, 3 persons), CGR-Bonito-CGR, 6 x 63 RS =
Petrol for 4x4 truck, 120 RS +140 RS +190 RS + 90 RS =
Petrol for 4x4 truck received for free for last days in Bonito (French team) =
Taxi in Campo Grande and Bonito, 150 RS =

5,500 EUR
1,372 EUR
12 EUR
100 EUR
142 EUR
50 EUR
40 EUR

Accommodation

-

Hotel Campo Grande ( 2German participants), 5 x 125 RS =
Hotel Bonito (1st week, 2 German participants), 5 x 145 RS =
Accommodation at Sta. Tereza Farm for fieldwork, 2,520 RS =

164 EUR
145 EUR
663 EUR

Supplies

-

Food purchases (supermarket), 1,950 RS =
Restaurant meals (45 RS per meal, altogether 50 meals) =

513 EUR
592 EUR

Communication & Outreach

-

Telephone, mail =
Production and dissemination of final report (50 x in BHB series) =

Total expenses

20 EUR
200 EUR

9.513 EUR

Income:
-

Financial grant UIS =
Financial grant FSE (expected) =
1 Scurion 900 lamp (equipment sponsoring) =
5 kitbags Aventure Verticale (equipment sponsoring) =

Total income

600 EUR
600 EUR
500 EUR
400 EUR

2,100 EUR

Balance =

- 7,413 EUR

5. Outreach
th

During the 35 SBE congress FSE’s Official Partner AV was advertised by distribution of stickers,
posters, and a kit-bag-tombola (FSE’s Partner Scurion had its own arrangements with SBE).
The expedition results will further be published in European as well as international caving magazines.
Oral presentations are already scheduled for European caver’s meetings (German 2019 conference in
Nesselwang; EuroSpeleo Forum in Dolni Lozen/Bulgaria). A comprehensive book on karst and caves of
the Serra da Bodoquena is planned in the expedition series “Berliner höhlenkundliche Berichte (BHB)” in
English language until the turn of the year 2019.
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